Language speakers of another language postpone the effects of dementia on average by 4.5 years later than speakers of one language.
Speakers of another language are twice as likely to recover from strokes than people who speak one language.
learning a language at any age can slow cognitive decline

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qFzHoNXZ1M
Frank Wallace says it was really good - didn't want them to go.

¡Fantástico! Eric said "I enjoyed it."

P6/7 you were brilliant! How you made #lingopals today ❤️

Clare @ SCILT

¡Estupendo! Señora Noble

Jessie said "I can't stop dancing - it was great."

I muy bien!

Agnes Gilmore said it was great "the weans were smashing."

Kathleen said "it was a real change instead of just sitting."
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